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DO NOT CONFUSE THE UNFOLDING PROCESS
MASTER'S PAPERS Number 21

As you have begun to enter into a
process of spiritual identification
and birth, so is it very - extremely important to attend to that process of
Truth unfolding as your
consciousness. It is very much like a
child about to be born, your inner
Child. It is too late to go back. The
child is already formed in your
womb or subconscious. That child your unfolding spiritual identity must be allowed to rise as a
conscious memory, a reality to you.
What we do here at the University of
Melchizedek is to feed you vital
energy - nourishment - so that the
Child who you really are will be
born. All that you have and all that
you cherish is within that Wonderful
Child, that fruitful Child, that Higher
Self who is ready (that Jesus state) to
be recognized as who you are in The
Christ.

"Home." Let all your thoughts and
feelings celebrate the vibrant life
you are as light of the world. For
the Child of you is your own
Being: God in man: Melchizedek.
You have begun a process. You
must truly trust this process. The
Master Jesus has said: "Your world
is not my world." A world emerges
through this process; it is the
natural world of God.
Once you have made the
commitment to surrender your life
to the one Life I AM, then the
process begins to move - much like
a growing tidal wave. This
spiritual direction you have taken
is in the Mother. The divine
birthing process has begun.
Respect, and surrender into the
process of Christ emerging as You.
This divine process bears a Son of
Itself, the divine Son of God,
revelation in you. As you trigger
this revelation within yourself you
are born again. You found the
Child of your own being, the
precious GodSelf: the Christ of
you as You.

"Be fruitful and multiply," The
command went forth (Genesis 1:28)
thus actualizing the light of God as
children of The Christ. (We would
not learn this direction for many
The new address for the
eons, yet it is so.) We are reborn into
University is:
The Christ Presence or the personage
of the divine Idea: the I AM. This is a Make way for the Christ! Make
University of Melchezedek
vital realization that human beings way by your trust and belief in the
P.O. Box 90
fulfilling presence of the Almighty
are remembering on this planet.
God in you as the SON or Christ in
Kanab, UT 84741
When you visit evil upon yourself, man/woman. Live to please God
hating, despising, condemning the by loving that Inner Child. And
Inner Child, then you confuse the recognize this Child - who you are
reality-program, or the Jesus - as headquarters of the Supreme:
Program, set in motion by your the new consciousness on earth.
EDITORIAL TEAM
acceptance. And when you cause
Editor-In-Chief:
Patricia Jepsen (Crystal) confusion within the womb or Waste no more time in battling
subconscious, you then can cause a with the ego or the "lower self."
Editors:
paralysis within the subconscious, Let the Child be fed the
Okey Ibezim
Susan Hunt
stalemating the flow of divinity that nourishment of your love. And It
Karen McOuat
is desiring to express as you, as you, will grow and dissolve all else but
Elizabeth Hunt
Itself.
as You!
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Stay true to your decision to come

Continued on page 8
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The Time Is Now
THE UNIVERSITY PAPERS Number 167
Let the Power flow through you as the
Creator in objectification.
The previous University Papers, number
166, concluded with this statement: Be
gentle with yourself as you begin this
focus. Much will be revealed to you. And as
you continue to practice the alignment,
your world will change. You will see that
you have nothing, own nothing, are
nothing in the great Presence of the Solar
Son. From that reality will be given the
next step—one that I cannot mention, for
this is enough.

My miracles on earth and to re-seed
My lands.
The World Order must be established
now. We are in the movement of
God's Son on Earth, requalifying
Himself as the Christ dimension.

speaks is the One who Is: I AM
THAT I AM. The GodSelf
objectifies after the Order of
Melchizedek. Carried by the Holy
Spirit or Holy Ghost, the original
Idea embodies; It forms of Itself. It
is the divine Image and Likeness,
which Mother Mary carries in Her
sacred Womb. There is no
separation between Creator and
created. No effort on the human
part. No pain of birth or sweat of
brow.

All who are ready, please proceed to
your stations. I have come to seek My
channels of light and to lift them into
the City of Light where I AM. The full
measure of these words will be felt.
He who has spoken is the Lamb of
God, the Solar Son. I AM ready to
The Next Step
I AM That I AM
begin. As I speak, mountains will be
The Incoming Ray of Sananda is projecting moved and days quickened. I have The resettling of the unified Spirit
itself as a holy city. This City of Light will come.
of God, as the dominant presence
be the Solar Son's headquarters on Earth.
and the governance on Earth, will
The blessings of the Light will flow
be translating all life into higher
The Will of My Father and the
through all the Earth, yet the Light will be
membranes
of Spirit. The Creator
Holy Ghost
c e n t e r e d i n o n e p l a c e , C h r i s t Objectification, not manifestation, is becomes more apparent as His
Consciousness. And therein is My Word.
the movement of My Spirit into form. Body is solidifying and realizing
And it is this great presence of Light Itself as God the Supreme.
Hear My Word! Places of Light are and Love—of Christ Life—that will
beginning to surface as they will be begin forming of Itself the Word made The Inner Voice carries the Father's
governance agents for the New World flesh. Many temples will be formed Will, the Divine Intent. When you
vibrations of Consciousness.
of Me. They will be as beacons of are in agreement with the Voice,
light summoning all to the Christ you have entered the Garden of
I have brought to you My Son's Life and energy field.
Eden. Then true creation can
you have It in your heart. God's world is the
appear in glorious form and in
embodiment of the glorious Son who waits With the objectification of My Son's perfect harmony with all life.
upon you to be born.
Life as your life, and the Creator in The Creative Power must objectify
readiness to vibrate His Word, the when there is agreement and soul
The New World order links all hearts new dimension announces itself as commitment to the Divine Will.
together as one world. The vibrating planetary Awakening. Here is where That is the perfect order of creation
essence of the Son rules the Earth and you change "who you are" and through Man or consciousness. It is
quiets the fears.
"whom you serve," because the Voice the order of Melchizedek. Thus,
is releasing Itself through Humanity you have maximum Intelligence
Rise, My sons and daughters, into a New as the Creator at large. The word objectifying into form as right
World of My Son. The Christ is within. You "manifestation" will not apply to My action. The Word becomes flesh.
wear My world within you and you have laws of planetary creation. I embody When all power is transferred to
the power to come and go as a sovereign now as My creation. What was is not. the Godhead, God realizes Himself
body of God's Light. Enter Me.
I come as My creation. I AM the as "I AM" and speaks the Word
through you in vibratory accord
Word.
I AM the creation you seek. I AM the
with the Body. In this process, you
Creator in objectification. I AM the In the place of "manifestation" is the move or ascend out of the material
Consciousness of the Father and the word "objectification"—a word
Mother united in the Son's Voice. I AM which tells us that the One who
Continued on page 4
completed, unified and ready to perform
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The Time Is Now
Continued from page 3

dimension and duality of that expression
into the spiritual domain of the Father,
Son, and Holy Spirit where I AM.
This connects you to the most powerful
energy field on Earth where Man and God
1
are One. The Seven Gates open and no
conflict will be able to inflict itself into the
alignment. Everything is ready for the
Creator to pass through His-Her creation.
Thus, on the spiritual plane or Christ
Energy plane, there is no-thing between
Father and Son. We are One unified Being listening and realizing our
consciousness as the Son/Sun—the
emanation of the GodSelf; indeed, the
Light of the world. The Desire mode is set
and objectification into form is the
agreement with Divine Will or the Creator
at Large.
This is the new way of creation. The
creative circuits obey only the Divine
Mind and the circuitry Intelligence of
God's Will in motion. You put it in motion
by your conscious agreement with your
Source. I AM THAT I AM.
1
Seven chakras.
A New Order
Some, reading this document, may have
realized that nothing appears to work as
before. Learned and proven methods of
manifestation have suddenly stopped for
you. The order has changed. And you are
now in a new order of creation.
The primal codes for creation become
your energy fields for objectification. The
realization that nothing is the same can be
shocking and seemingly debilitating if the
work has not been done previously in
consciousness. Yet, there is nothing lost
because the University is here to elevate
consciousness and to decode the
Intelligence masked behind words, veils
of illusion.

and false claims. The Law is in God's
Hands now! It is the Word. You now
create with the God Presence as the
Word (one frequency of Power and
Light), as you listen to the Inner Voice
and Its guidance. Let the Heart open
and listen. Be still and know that I AM
God deep within your soul. Then
create from that point of Be-ing as the
bright light that is union of God and
Man.
When the divine Trinity of Realization
has occurred, your thought and the
God Thought are in harmony. They are
the same. And this critical point of
Vibration seals the Cup (the Chalice)
and the return of Jesus is imminent.2
There are no walls or blocks against
the creation because the Word has
become your Consciousness. The
Solar Level has been reached and the
Sacred Son-Sun emerges "another and
the same."3
Therefore, be focused on I AM That I
AM as the great Power of all creation.
Settle there. Listen well. And you will
have the powerful Consciousness
Jesus had on earth.
2
You will want to meditate on this
message as it carries force fields of
yourself and degrees of divine
Intelligence waiting to open and be
expressed. I AM you.
3
This is in reference to Dryden's
famous poem "The Phoenix."

On May 30, 2004 I received this
announcement:
The Creative Power has emerged and
That will shake up the planet. It is the
Power of the Creator moving
through the Earth.
It is like an extension of the Universe
As our planet has entered a whole new Creator.
program of Creative Power, you are no
longer—by the Law of
Behold a New Man
Consciousness—subject to the material The return of the Creator into His-Her
world and its past program of limitation creation reclothes all humanity and

the Voice of Truth will speak
through many in declaration of the
New Day.
All creation on planet Earth is
experiencing, or about to
experience, a dynamic and
dramatic Visitation of the Christ
embodiment. All will be moved
and all will be teary-eyed in the
face of Truth and Deliverance.
And the shell will drop away from
Earth. Her light will shine and the
purity of her being will vibrate
into the solar systems and
galaxies. Divine Mind will
welcome her back into Itself.
The spiritual surges of the
Incoming Light now shake
creation and peel off layers of
density that have been lingering
for thousands of years. Nothing is
the same. The central focus is on
the Eternal Flame and the
cylindrical dance of the Divine
Mother seeking to find Her Self
and know Her Self as circles and
spirals of divine love and light.
The Mighty Force of creation
begins Its movement to embody
Itself as circles of God's living
presence—the Christ Body. To
live on this planet one now must
be conscious of and ever alert to
the spiraling movement of God as
Spirit seeking to establish Itself
through Its creation as God the
Supreme. Meet these waves of
creative intensity in your service,
work, and meditation. You will be
carried like the Great Wave of
Judgement into a whole new era of
planetary Intelligence and Christ
government on earth.
Because I AM, you are. We are
One.
Continued on page 8
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Alchemical Changes
THE SPECIALS Volume 5, no. 25
On April sixth, the eternal combustion of
the Creative Power will take place letting
loose the forces of light that will create a
new world. This is the beginning of
Sananda's Ingathering and His prophecies
of enlightenment and creative ascensions.

GodMan, the GodSelf. We will
demonstrate in harmony with one
another the plane of light that has
descended into Earth's body and her
consciousness. Will you be one of
these who will walk with Me and
demonstrate the body of light? It is
I AM coming.
this body that is the rising Power of
God, kundalini in you, which can
A solid energy Plan has been released to raise this Earth to a higher pitch and
those who can minister to it and who are bless her in the rhythm of Sananda.
open to the understanding of the New Age.
What will be occurring—what has already
Demonstrating the Light
begun to occur—is the emergence of the
Focus
great new body of light. There are certain
field workers who have demonstrated an The Light is continuing to build. It will
ability to release old forms of attachment be building through the Easter season
and who have been tested on the Inner Voice in preparation for the May shift.
alignment. These ones have been schooled
carefully on the inner planes and in the What you are feeling—some of
colleges of Melchizedek so that at a you—is the tearing away of old
moment's Call, they will actually become rhythms, crystallization and the
their body of light. They will demonstrate release of much density. As you are
the appearance of light consciousness and ready and it is safe to do so, you will
will become visible as this demonstration. release the physical concept of a body
Few at first they will be. But it is the plan and go directly into the light body
and the great hope that there will be more already prepared for you as a
who will fulfill their missions as members consciousness of the Christ. We want
of the Christ community of Light.
that very much to happen in the next
few weeks. There are leaders among
Bearers of the Light come forward.
you who can make the change
It is already planned who the first ones will quickly; those are the ones who have
be, the ones who will complete the been selected to demonstrate for the
alchemical change into higher chakras masses.
and into the radiation belt that I, Sananda,
have prepared for them as fulfillers of My There is a steady flow of Christ energy
Word.
entering your body. The Christ body
will be built. This is a new plane of
I want a thousand workers to fulfill My life. The initiation for this alchemical
Word. I have come to stand with them in change is taking place even as I write.
nature and in divine energy of My Second
Coming. I will cleanse and reestablish the Let the light now be your world. The
World of Light by My Coming. He who is nature of humanity is changing
in Me is realized as I AM.1
rapidly. I AM on fire with love for
you. Go quickly to the light and so be
The house of Light is coming.
with Me as My disciples of Light and
Love, in the world but not of it,
Dressed in the waves of My Spirit we move speaking My word in divine union
together as one body in the vibration of with others, in brotherhood for all.

March 21, 2000
—Crystal
1

The words "in Me" refer to
consciousness aligned with the
GodSelf or Divine Man.

Meditation
of the Month
How many days have
followed you until this
day? Without this day,
how many days would
be with you? And what
mastery have you
learned? What bigger
and much greater
thought can you carry
than the one you do
now? Think about these
things for a moment.
Much will come from
t h i s y o u r
Contemplation.
For
seeds will grow and
blossom.
How many
trips have you made to
Earth that this trip means
the most? You are a
triumphant leader, a
glorious Light.
The
power now is yours to
make and to discover
new lands to put in
motion against the
shores of Heaven.
This I say, Come forth!
Page 5

The New City Of Light and The Madonna Program
THE SPECIALS Volume 4, no. 15
January 24, 1998
The Solar Logos salutes you in His energy
field of Creative Power. That magnificent
energy field that you feel when lying in the
sunshine of My own Being.
You have been caught in the material field
rotating about, dizzy from its
magnification and thought forms. This is
the time to call upon the Madonna Ray of
the original creation. You are there with
Her and She adjusts Her frequency to the I
AM principle of your life. All may dissolve
under Her magnificence but do not fear, for
from this nothingness, neutral zone, will
come forth a whole new creation: the
passing of one into another and the trinity
of life restored.

no future nor is there a past. But only
this second into the next into the one.
And all that I AM is yours in Me as
the circuits are extended for you to
know this, to concrete this and
anchor this idea, thought form. Truth
now passes to the earth and delivers
all into the unification of
Melchizedek and the Sun of My
hand.

of the new community. You will
work harder than you've ever
worked to maintain this energy
field of light and love for all
humanity and many shall benefit.
But it's not to be easy. You cannot
heed your lower self at all. It is to
be stricken from your thoughts.
You are examples of true life and
that you must be.

Behold that which you are in truth
and never leave this point of
awareness. It is the degree you have
passed now and much will be known
by this and by that which is to come is
already forever a reality to you.

(I, Crystal, have been shown that
humanity, itself, would not be the
same in development yet would
not carry the rebellion and the
resistance that has been part of
earth's history. In other words what
I saw were like growing energy
fields, growing children sweet in
their growth. And animals too. So
that there would be a responsibility
for those who had further
knowledge of the light to the light
to bestow that light on others.
That's the way we live on other
planets and that's the way you will
live now.)

Peace be amongst you. And yearn
not, I already AM in the center of
your being, in the regions of your
soul awareness. Let the Madonna
Ray bless us and cover us and join
with our hearts and minds in the
sacred revelation of the Son of God
on earth I AM after the order of
Melchizedek. Peace be amongst you
and the way be shown throughout
your career on earth. And in the mind
May the Sun shine through your heart into let there always be alertness and all
your soul. May your life be extended, will be well. Heed now these words I
expanded so that you are truly the sunlight have given.
of the solar level of conscious awareness.
Be now that which was intended. Let the Now shall they who have covered
old life go into the Priesthood of their heads uncover their heads. May
Melchizedek and the presence of unified that be known.
oneness. This is the order personified now,
the greatness of the order, the center of it, The Sacred City
the Plan.
And the words come to me: These are
troubled times but we have places for
Heed now the message of the Solar Logos you to go. We have brought cities to
waiting, waiting as the moment in time is earth for you with loving vibrations.
expanded to say to you I AM. And then But you must be Christ-like in your
from this point of awareness, be that which nature. Your intent must be of the
you are in the sacred intent of the soul, the purest. And the sound of your voice
rhythm of Christ consciousness.
must be sweet and gentle upon all
life. And there must be no
The Madonna Ray expands you ever disturbance whatsoever in the lands
brightly. And all that I AM is now: there is
Heed not the words of the material field but
heed the words of the Master. Original
creation will be restored and is restored. It's
all in how you understand truth principles
in the sacred order of Melchizedek. This
vast University presented to you now
carries with it a challenge of new creation
and the perspective of unending service as
life intended.

Group Transformation
The “Dark Moment of the Soul”
isn't when we lose material things.
The Dark Moment is when we
cannot find our self. The Dark
Moment is the gestation period.
And out of that emerges that
Christ-like being that you truly are,
rinsed and made over for a new
creation.
This Dark Moment is the
transformation from self to Self.
You lose your life to find it. It is not
a matter of losing things but of
losing “self” or identity. You know
not who you are until the sacred
Christ identity vibrates as your
truth of being. Here we have the
Continued on page 8
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The Overturning of the Old World
SOLAR NEWS Volume 4, Number 52
As the Emergence takes place within the right now. You have but to decide
soul of humanity, the world shifts and where you would like to be, take the
becomes a joyous place to live for all. And jump into the Heart of God, and
as the consciousness moves in the begin again in the company of
direction of the Christ, little children angels.
rejoice to be free from the universal belief Sounds too good to be true, doesn't
in good and evil.
it? How do you make the leap into
Heaven on Earth? Is there something
Have you been afraid to step into the New you have to give up?
World reality—fearful for your survival,
afraid of judgment by your peers? Or have Give up the world. Let it go entirely.
you wanted to leave the earth because it When you are ready, your New
was so painful for you to be here? What if I World will embrace you and you will
could tell you now that the New World of feel its nurturing strength and its
Light and Love is beneath your feet? It consciousness as your own. You will
surrounds you and is within you? And if I not be alone either. You will be with
could assure you that many are stepping others who have decided to
into the New World consciousness and experience a whole New World. You
declaring it the new dimension, would cannot have both the old and the new.
you take that step also?
You cannot have two worlds. One
Consider this. What might happen if many must be released for the other. And
who have resisted the New World that is the great decision to be made.
consciousness now claimed it for their Until you can make the decision to
own? If you have company, would you release all attachments to the past
step into the Fifth Dimension and be part and present emotional ties that have
of the Christ Group who have made the been your world of illusion and
c h a n g e f r o m h u m a n o r m o r t a l often, deep pain, you cannot enter
consciousness to the Solar Man or Solar the Fifth Dimension where God and
(Christ) Consciousness?
man are one. The passing into this
dimension is your gift to your
Be not fearful of this step, the quantum Creator who beckons you to
leap, as many right now are taking that "Come."
step. This is initiation and it comes at an
opportune time, doesn't it? A time when Once the decision has been made
there seems to be no answers in the old within your consciousness, your soul
world of man's invention. Take a moment moves toward Spirit. In this
with me. Look carefully at the old world, movement to Spirit, the unifying
its wars, pollution, poverty, disease and factor of Oneness (divine order) has
despair. There is no way out of this old been established. The false world of
world, despite what political parties tell illusion, of separation from God,
you. And the walls are thick from belief; drops away. And though you may
the walls are dense with illusion. What to reach out again for the old world and
do? Where to go? Some take drugs, drink its ways and laws, it will not be there
themselves to death, commit suicide, or for you. You must enter the New
fantasize imaginary pleasures. Some go World, the Christ Dimension,
completely insane. Where to go?
without fear, as the joining of your
soul and Spirit have dismissed any
Yet, Heaven waits beneath your feet. You other choice!
may not see it or feel it, but the World of
Light is with you and it can be contacted Leave now the world of illusion, My

dear ones, and come unto Me.
We are not separated. That was
the lie and the illusion. Let the
illusion pass from you. I have
released you from the illusion by
My Atonement and My walk on
earth. I have come that you
might stand with Me in the
World of Light as Solar
Consciousness.
The Land of Light awaits you.
You are in good company for all
will come. I have redeemed all in
Me. Heed the Minister within
your own Heart. I AM calling.
Be now with Me in My name.
Sananda
From the Temple of Sananda
Vol. 1: 70

You are preparing for a great
change to alignment with the
Creator Son. The Solar Union that
will be permitted now has long
been anticipated. Your Christ
energy within you rises into Light
that will blaze forth and give
benefit to all who ask and are
ready. Seek not the world, but seek
the Kingdom within your own
heart. You are the Light and in
this way will you be the Immortal
One.
June 11, 2009,
These daily Scripts that include
the World Mother Scripts can be
subscribed to by emailing
patriciajepsen@earthlink.net or
through the University store at
http://shop.melchizedeklearning.c
om, Suggested donation is $12
monthly.
admin@melchizedeklearning.com
www.melchizedeklearning.com
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The New City Of Light and The
Madonna Program

DO NOT CONFUSE THE
UNFOLDING PROCESS

Continued from page 6

Continued from page 2

transformation of one, now we are ready to see the
transformation of many into the Christ or Soul dimension.

Peace within is the Child. Radiant and Supreme. The
"golden Child." The Christ.

The major jump now is a leap from a sense of humanhood
or personal sense into soul consciousness. And it's not just
one person that will be doing this! We are shifting a whole
group, a compatible energy field, into a whole new rhythm
and a whole new dimension of identity awareness.

Wherever you are, in whatever capacity you serve:
Remember that Child. For the Child in you will be born.
Such a birth could liberate the planet and bless the fold.

So there is a dark night in that transformation because we
as identities move into group awareness and primary
group responsibility.
Frequently, the individual on the spiritual journey may
still be concerned with the personal self (or ego). How am
I going to make it? How am I going to live? Am I spiritual
enough? Have I passed initiation? It won't matter at the
level of the soul, the solar level of divine love. At this level
of awareness you are reunited with those of like soul
vibration. All personal concerns are dissolved in the
awareness of unity within the group or service to the Plan
of God. (More in The Master's Papers, number , on group
consciousness and the disciple's alignment with the
Master.)

What a day it is when you discover who you are in Truth.
Let the Child be born in you ... come into fruitful
expression... God's SUN in you as I.
Keep your eye on the Child. Watch and pray that all may
receive what is written here in the given name of the Jesus
Program, after the order of Melchizedek.
Come Home, children, come Home. This is the second
coming as the Child in you rises out of who you thought
you were: divinely decreeing unto you who you truly are,
as Life of God: Son Manifest.
Blessings,
Crystal

The Time Is Now
Continued from page 4

In group consciousness you create a soul body that serves
the Ashram of the Master and the power exuded from that
body is many times more effective than that which can be
From The GodSelf
done as a single unit or person.
The New Testament Bible (John, Chapter 1) states "In the
beginning was the Word…." We are informed at the
A New Awareness
beginning of that chapter that God is in the midst of us. If
In soul consciousness you are integrated and a part of the this be so, then Law has descended from Above and it will
Hierarchy. The cares of the material world are diminished. stabilize the land we walk on, this earth. It will create new
You are absolutely one with Hierarchy.
circuits of energy and permit new creation as heaven
descends to earth.
We are looking at a shift into soul consciousness.
Humanity - all over the earth - is preparing as a body. We The descending and emerging heaven is the world of light,
are being alerted. Perhaps a deeper meaning will come to that which is bestowed by the Son of God. This frequency
us of the landing of the Hierarchy and the dedication to the is maintained by the Order of Melchizedek and the
reappearance of the Christ. The Christ being that soul Priesthood of Melchizedek….
consciousness, that soul level of the group experience, From the Great Sun to the Sun in your heart is the divine
which is coming to earth.
Breath breathed. And the Breath is the Light of the world.
(Often the name “Hierarchy” is confused with
(Chapter 63, verses 2-4)
phenomena. The Hierarchy of Great Ones, of World (Note Entering the New Dimension, is available through
Servers, are those who have reached God Consciousness the University store as a spiral-bound book or as an
and have chosen to come back to us to assist us in our Elective Course. Much guidance and helpful insights will
rising awareness of the Truth of Being. Hierarchy, then, be given in the lessons that will help to initiate you into the
must be God's government in the many dimensions of N e w W o r l d o f L i g h t . G o t o
Being who serve as light, life, law and love. - Crystal)
http://melchizedeklearning.com/cofifth.html)
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